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President’s Message
A Board of Directors meeting was held on August 13 via Zoom. Reports from the
Program Office brought the Board up-to-date on priorities set by the Strategic Plan.
Amy Freidig is working on standardizing and centralizing training, which will include a
statewide exam for all Master Gardener Volunteers. Mike Maddox reported on the
progress of MOUs (Memoranda of Understanding). An MOU has been signed between
University of Wisconsin-Madison, Division of Extension and WIMGA. Every local
association will also need to have a MOU. Association bylaws will need to be updated to
match membership requirements for the MOU and each association will need to be
recognized as a legal entity before signing. More information will be coming from
WIMGA and the Program Office, and it expected that these agreements will be in place
by the end of 2021.
The Board also discussed how to hold the annual meeting this year. Zoom, Google
Hangouts, or Microsoft Teams are possible ways we could conduct an online meeting
that all members could attend. Late October is being considered, and it could be a
weekday evening since no travel is involved.
In other business, a Board committee provided input to the program office on defining
Honored Master Gardener status, the new term that replaces Emeritus or Honorary.
The Board also discussed revising our committee structure, the need for goal setting,
and is considering a proposal to waive dues for trainees.

Becky Gutzman, WIMGA President
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Nursing Home Restoration Project
Chris Swan, Grant County Master Gardeners Association

We have all been affected by COVID-19, but nursing home residents who have been
quarantined to their rooms since mid-March are beginning to suffer from the very
actions meant to protect them. Isolation and boredom are not good for any of us. As an
employee of Divine Rehabilitation and Nursing in Fennimore, I was given the
opportunity to brighten up their day by transforming a barren courtyard flower bed into a
bit of joy and sunshine. Both my parents and my grandmother spent their last days at
this facility, so this gave me a chance to pay something forward.
The area in need of restoration was a well-established oval of about fifteen by thirty feet
with a mature large honey locust tree at the
center providing dappled shade. The garden
had a few lack-luster perennials and some
aging barberry bushes surrounded the tree. A
sand cherry bush was retained as an accent
bush and will come to life with a bit of
pruning. I mentioned to our county Master
Gardener president that I might be looking for
some plant donations to provide seasonal
color for the residents and their families to
enjoy. Shirley suggested I apply for a grant
from the Grant County Master Gardener
chapter, which was approved.
Due to the virus threat, I worked solo and pulled out the barberry bushes and dug out
some problematic Solomon’s Seal. I would find out later that my pruning, grooming, and
digging provided several hours of “entertainment” to the residents while I worked.
Past volunteers who had worked on this garden were deterred by a heavy black tarp
that covered the entire space under a modest layer of dirt and mulch. Every garden
space has its challenges and I soon discovered there were some challenges with this
garden as well. I proceeded to remove some of the tarp to allow the roots to go deeper
only to find gravel in some areas.
Filling the large space was not difficult.
Thinning my own flower bed gave
opportunity to share bleeding hearts,
Stella de Oro lily, rudbeckia, echinacea,
tall phlox, Elephant Ear hosta, evening
primrose, Anna Belle hydrangea, iris,
sedum and dahlias. Donations were
provided by another Master Gardener
and staff at the nursing home, as well
as a local business which included:
variegated hosta, heuchera, pansies,
day lilies, Shasta daisy and globe
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thistle. Grant money was used to purchase some plants from Sugar and Spice Green
house near Fennimore including lupine, speedwell, Joe Pye weed, butterfly weed,
prairie salvia and a few annuals to give some color in this first transition year until the
plants are established.
The project will be continued as a two-year plan. Mulch is yet to be purchased to finish
off this first stage of the garden revision. In the fall we hope to plant tulip and daffodil
bulbs for an early pop of color next spring.
There are many retired gardeners and farmers who reside in the rooms facing this
garden. Seeing their faces in the window as I dug made the work a little lighter. I am so
thankful for the grant from Master Gardeners to brighten up the world of the residents of
Divine Rehabilitation and their families. At this time of quarantine, the only world they
see is what is on their TV screen and the view out their window. I believe this new view
is going to make their world a whole lot brighter.

WIMGA supports the NJHA (National Junior Horticulture Association) each year with $1500.
This money goes to support the Organization and also to sponsor some of the Contests.
I received a Thank You email from one of the young men who entered the "Writings in
Horticulture" Contest thanking Wisconsin Master Gardeners for sponsoring the Contest and
informing us that he was the Grand National Winner of the Contest and was awarded a cash
prize. Following is a copy of the paper that won the contest. Byron Hacker, Treasurer

CALIFORNIA SALAD BOWL
Producing abundant and diverse vegetable gardens
in the Golden State
Collin Robinson-Burmester, 15 years old

Californians are fortunate because they can grow
vegetables nearly all year long. The Mediterranean climate
provides moderate temperatures allowing for growing conditions
much of the year. Combined with the will to tend a diverse garden, gardeners living in
the Golden State can plant and harvest their own Californian salad.
Developing a successful garden requires months of planning and effort. The first step to
growing high quality vegetables is soil preparation. A gardener must mix in rich humus
in the early spring. Sacramento and San Joaquin Valley soils are naturally rich in clay
meaning they tend to be quite firm and require plenty of amending with organic matter
and even a little sand. The term loam refers to soil with a favorable mix of sand and
clay. Loam's composition is 25 percent to 50 percent sand, 30 percent to 50 percent silt
and 10 percent to 30 percent clay by volume. Once the garden soil is of good
consistency, permitting both drainage and oxygen penetration, adequate minerals and
nutrients are required.
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Loam is relatively fertile and holds moisture well, but ideally this soil may need
additional organic matter1. Loam is the soil mixture that is the foundation in most
agricultural areas in California.
Once the soil is fully prepared, 12”-18” wide rows are formed before sowing seeds. The
gardener has to balance plant density with access to the plants from the spaces
between rows. Initially the plants are either directly sewn into the soil or started in flats
in a greenhouse. The advantage with greenhouse planting is that a gardener can get a
jump on summer plants (such as tomatoes and melons) in the early spring when there
is still some risk of frost outside (yes this can happen even in sunny California). It is
helpful to select vegetables that grow well in the region. In the central valley, some
plants that do well are tomatoes, peppers, melons, squash and sunflowers. The
summer plantings need to be in the ground no later than March, since April through
June are prime growing months; not too hot or dry but moderate temperatures and
sunny2. Plant spacing is also critical, too close and they compete for soil and tend to
encourage insects, too far apart and the garden yields can be low.
Irrigation is the next consideration. Seedlings can be hand watered and since in
California water is not abundant, automated drip irrigation is more time efficient and
practical. Once the young plants are thinned to their final spacing, drip lines are placed
along the base of the plants which promotes conservation and deep watering. Irrigation
schedules can be finetuned to the individual plants water requirement and outside
temperatures. Water schedules can vary and may need to increase in amount of time
and frequency particularly in the great central valley where summer temperatures can
reach 110 degrees Fahrenheit June through August.
With irrigation comes the gardener’s next great challenge: weeds! Gardening
organically generally means weeds have to be controlled through non-chemical means.
Two particularly virulent species in a California garden are nut sedge and tangle foot
(white morning glories). Both species are practically impossible to eliminate so the goal
is to simply diminish their detrimental effects. Weeds compete with the desirable plants
for sunlight, soil, nutrients and water. In addition, most weeds are hardier than garden
plants typically requiring little or no water to thrive. The best bet is to eliminate the
young weeds or use a black tarp over the soil in weed-infested areas cutting small holes
for the desired plants and running drip irrigation beneath the tarp. In extreme cases,
replacing the top 10” or soil may be required or utilizing raised beds with gardener’s tarp
to prevent aggressive weeds from penetrating into the new soil. Short of these
measures, weeds simply mean more work to keep the garden plants as healthy and
productive as possible.
Insects, the other organic gardener’s foe. Young plants are the most vulnerable to slugs
and snails, but after about a month are established enough to withstand most insects.
The worst insects in California gardens are slugs, snails, aphids, earwigs and harlequin
bugs (which can destroy a crop of kale in a few weeks!). Adequate plant spacing and
weed control will minimize insect habitat since they like to shelter and breed in dense
plant growth. Organic gardening means non-chemical insect control, and additional
labor to prevent insect proliferation.
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Once plants are watered and weeds and insects controlled the structure of the plants
and their foliage growth must be considered to produce optimum yields. This means
staking tomatoes and peppers, and setting a trellis for vining plants like beans, peas
and even cucumbers. Melons and squash vines need to be trimmed so the plants
energy supports fruit instead of long, non-productive vines. Leafy plants like lettuce,
kale and chard should be periodically harvested from the bottom of the plant. This
increases yields, reduces insect habitat and focuses the plants energy on new growth.
Harvest time is a gardener’s greatest satisfaction. Summer in California begins in June
and extends well into October. In the morning, the gardener gathers what is needed for
daily meals or to share with friends. Nothing compares to a fresh red tomato picked at
the peak of sweetness, or a snappy sweet cucumber or a delicious honey dew melon
picked at perfection.
Fall means an end to summer crops, but in California there is still plenty of gardening to
be done. Root crops do well in the winter like onions, carrots, and potatoes. Brassicas
and other leafy greens continue to grow, though slowly in the California winter. Staple
crops such as cabbage, cauliflower, broccoli, brussel sprouts, bok choy, celery and
peas are a few other common vegetables that often find their way into California winter
gardens. Like the other vegetables listed, they are fairly easy to grow3. Many of these
vegetables are great in soups, a hardy salad, or frozen for later use if done properly. A
quick steaming and then freezing is a good way to store broccoli, cauliflower and
brussel sprouts.
The nice thing about winter crops is irrigation management as well as weed or insect
control is less of a concern. Occasionally during drought years (which is common)
watering is required but since evaporation rates are low, these are infrequent. Another
rare concern is a hard freeze. If temperatures fall below 25 degrees Fahrenheit, a
gardener may need to cover sensitive or young plants. Since temperatures rarely fall
below freezing, root vegetables will generally do fine over the winter. Then as the days
start to get longer, it is time to once again get ready for spring plantings.
Californian gardeners enjoy the year-long bounty that the Golden State provides. As
long as the gardeners maintain optimum soil composition, insect and weed control, and
plant management they are rewarded with abundant and diverse vegetable gardens
year-round.
References
1. Swift, Dannah. “Soil Types in California.” Hunker, Leaf Group LTD, 2019,
www.hunker.com/12282457/soil-types-in-california
2. Alder, Greg. “Growing greens in southern California.” The Yard Post, Word Press,
Jan. 18, 2018, gregalder.com/yardposts/growing-greens-in-southern-california/
3. Scott, Troy. “Great winter vegetables to grow in California.” Heavenly Green,
Heavenly Greens, Jan. 16, 2019, www.heavenlygreens.com/blog/great-wintervegetables-to-grow-in-california
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Platteville Regional Chamber’s 23rd Annual Hometown Festival Week
Party in the Park - “A Salute to our Volunteers”
The Grant County Master Gardener Volunteers has two special members that were
honored for their part in the community. Our “Volunteers of the Year” are Julie Pluemer
and Wendy Johnson.
Julie Pluemer has 16 years of
service as a volunteer. When
Katie’s Garden started, Julie
took on the Treasurers
position for the gardens and
volunteered to care and plant
one of the largest beds. Over
the past 16 years, she has
given generously of her time,
skills and knowledge as a
Master Gardener. She has
pitched in and helped
wherever and whenever
needed. This included
cleaning up and mulching a
neglected bed so it would be
ready for our newest Master
Gardener interns to take over.
Friends of The Mining & Rollo Jamison Museums of Platteville, Wisconsin has named
Grant County Master Gardener Volunteer, Wendy Johnson, as their Volunteer of the
Year. Wendy has put in more than 50 hours of planning, planting and a continuing
commitment to maintain the Museum Terrace Gardens and as the technical and
creative mind behind the Gail E. and Wesley E. Kopp Memorial Pollinator Garden at
The Mining & Rollo Jamison Museums.
When contacted by Museum Director, Erik Flesch, Wendy agreed to take on designing
the pollinator garden for the Museum Terrace Garden space. She tested the soil,
researched plants, and designed the gardens with attention to color coordination, three
season beauty, pollinator benefits, and compatibility with the surrounding environment
in mind. Wendy was also instrumental in obtaining a grant from the Grant County
Master Gardeners to help pay for the plants. She provided coordination and guidance
for volunteers on planting days in May and June 2019 and again when the garden was
extended along Virgin Avenue. Since planting, she has continued to monitor the
gardens and provide guidance to the Museum’s weekly Wednesday afternoon Green
Team volunteers. Wendy has been instrumental in beautifying the Museum campus and
her expertise and commitment are a true gift to the Museum. The Museum was happy
to recognize Wendy as volunteer of the year.
Grant County Master Gardener Volunteers are very proud to have these two women as
part of our group. Congratulations to you both for your fine work.
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Master Gardener Meetings During COVID-19
It has been an interesting six months. Meetings on hold, volunteer activities halted and
just maintaining friendships and the sharing of ideas have been a struggle. Of course,
the Master Gardener Program Office stepped up and made lots of on-line training
videos available, but what about our local associations?
Several associations have found ways to continue with meeting and training during this
time of “Safer at Home.” The Board for the Eau Claire County Master Gardeners met
early in March and started contingency planning. They met via Zoom in April and
agreed not to wait until the pandemic was done to start education. Ellen Terwilliger
purchased a Zoom account, so they would not
have limitations to their meetings. The first online
education was in May. ‘Gardening During the
Spring of Covid 19’ had an attendance in the high
teens. Andy Heran writes, “We sent in photos that
Ellen put into a Power Point; when it got to our
garden, we told what the slides were. Those who
attended really enjoyed it! It wasn't as good as in
person meetings, but a great alternative. “
Attendance gradually increased for June and July. Carol Cox writes “I thought it went
well. We have had several such meetings now including having speakers and the use of
Power Points for their presentations. It is a whole new world for our educational
meetings but is workable. The treats and door prizes were really less than spectacular
though!
Maybe another group can figure out how to do treats via Zoom much better
than we have been able to do!”
In August, the Eau Claire Master Gardeners are doing another group sharing of mature
garden pictures. Ellen Terwilliger writes, “For me personally, it has been quite a bit of
extra time and effort to work with speakers and to make sure the program goes
smoothly. But it is worth it to have our MGV relationships have some continuity.”
The meetings have been open to the public, but for
now, the Zoom invites have been sent to Master
Gardeners and in the future invites may go to regular
guests that have attended in the past.
Roseann Meixelsperger, President of the North Country
Master Gardener Volunteers Association also writes
about holding Zoom meetings. “We have Lorraine from
the UW host the meeting, so we can use the UW
software that doesn't have the free version’s time limit. Some MGVs don't have
broadband, so we stress the phone-in option. That has been met with success. I've
learned to text MGV's a meeting reminder 2-3 days prior to the meeting, as the ZOOM
email invitation goes out about 2 weeks in advance of our meeting. Attendance is not as
good as in person meetings, but it is effective in keeping our group informed and
engaged.”
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Making a Dried Wreath
Caprice Ellefson, Crawford County Master Gardener

People have been drying plants and flowers for thousands of years. But nature does a
pretty good job of doing this all on its own. Starting as early as August here in
southwestern Wisconsin you can begin to find
dried plant material in your yard or garden,
along the roadside or in prairie fields. If you
decided to hunt for dried plants other than in
your own yard, make sure that you have the
owner’s permission. Once you get them home
you can store them in a dry place until you
have enough to work with. You can arrange
them in a vase or container or you can make
a wreath out of them. This article is going to
concentrate on making a wreath.








The tools you will need:
A base for your wreath – you can use a grapevine wreath, metal wreath or a straw
wreath. You will need something to attach the dried plant material to your wreath
base. If you use a grapevine base you will need a glue gun. If you are using a
metal base you will need florist tape or florist wire. If you are using a straw wreath
you can use U-picks. You can get U-picks at any hobby store or on-line and they
are inexpensive and very forgiving when making a wreath as you can remove the
U-pick and reposition your plant material and reinsert the U-pick easily.
Glue gun OR florist tape/wire OR U-picks – depending on your wreath base
Dried plant material
Pruners – to trim the longer stems
Hairspray – to help seal the plant material so it
does not shed all over (any inexpensive hairspray
will work)
Spray paint in a variety of colors (optional) – you
can get the paint in colors that coordinate with
the room you will be hanging your wreath in or to
strengthen a natural color. There is the added
benefit that spraying them with paint for
additional color will also seal the plant to keep it from shedding.

There are many ways to make a wreath. You can just dive in and start putting dried
plants, flowers and seed heads on the wreath. That is the beauty of the straw wreath
and U-picks, they are very forgiving and you can remove, add or reposition plant
material over and over until you get it the way you want. In addition, if you grow tired of
the first wreath, simply pull out the U-picks with all the dried plant material and start over
fresh with the same base.
Another method is to start out by making small bouquets. There are a lot of shapes that
a bouquet can take on. But for a wreath it is best, and easiest, to use a triangular or V
shaped bouquet that is wide at the top and pointed at the bottom.
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First select a nice filler shape plant and then one to three interesting colors or shaped
plants placed to the front or sides of the filler plants. At this
stage you can go ahead and play with it. Try different plants.
Try them in different arrangements. Because you are just
holding it first, this is the time to get creative and try different
things out.
Once you have made your small bouquet or as you place the
individual plants on your wreath base, make sure to snip the
long stems of the plants. You want them long enough to work
with and give you something to attach to the wreath with Upicks, hot glue or florist tape/wire but not so long that they
hang over the edge of the wreath. Start attaching the small
bouquets overlapping the tops to cover the stems of the prior
bouquet. Or attach each individual plant again overlapping to hide the stems of the prior
plant. If you are using the small bouquet technique you may need to edit the last
bouquet (add more or take some out) in
order for it to fit.
After you are done with the wreath you
may want to go back and improve on it.
Maybe tuck in a few pops of color.
These do not necessarily have to be
fastened if they are small. Just tuck
them into the existing plant material.
You can also add ribbons, bows, bird
feathers or artificial berries if that is what
works for you. The sky is the limit.
Before hanging your wreath, you should
give it a couple of coats of hairspray and
let it dry. This will prevent the plants from
shedding if you move it.

The contents of the materials in the 3-step wreath are
hydrangea, milkweed pods, sedum and painted teasel.
Remember, some plants, like teasel, are very invasive.
We don’t use it anymore, since you can spread the darn
stuff just by picking it and moving it.

There are many, many naturally dried
plants, flowers seed heads and seed
pods that you can use. Some ideas are:
 Miscanthus grass – nice filler, can be spray painted or use hair spray to avoid
shedding Hydrangeas – nice filler, can be spray painted or use hair spray to avoid
shedding
 Sedum – nice filler, good natural color
 Siberian Iris pods – can be spray painted (have some natural, some spray painted)
 Rose hips from floribunda - long color retention, you should remove the thorns
before working with it
 Sumac – long color retention
 Prairie grass – best if grouped into larger bunches
For more dried plant suggestions, refer to the article on making dried bouquets in the
July issue.
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Fall Water Garden Cleanup to Keep Lakes and Waterways Healthy
Reprinted with Permission by Melinda Myers

As summer winds down, it is not too soon to start
planning for fall garden chores. Just like any
gardening endeavor, fall cleanup is the first step to
a healthy and beautiful water garden next year.
How you manage the cleanup debris is critical to
the health and quality of our lakes and waterways
as well as your water garden.
Reduce time spent scooping fall leaves out of your
water garden or pond. Cover it with bird netting to
scoop up the leaves. Use the netting to drag leaves to an area where they can be
shredded with a mower and used as mulch around perennials or added to your compost
pile.
Once the leaves have dropped from nearby trees and shrubs, it’s time to move to the
next phase of cleanup. Start by removing any dead leaves and decaying debris as well
as any non-hardy plants from your water gardens. Cut back the leaves on hardy noninvasive plants overwintering in your pond. Move any hardy potted plants to a deeper
shelf to protect them from freezing.
Bury or compost this debris away from the water’s edge to create a wonderful soil
amendment for your other gardens. Mix this with other non-invasive plant debris that’s
free of insects and disease. Add a bit of compost and fertilizer to create a pile at least
three feet tall and wide for faster results. Or do your composting in a tumbler for easy
turning or a compost bin to contain and hide the process. Always check with your
municipality for any composting restrictions.
This next step in fall clean up, is where well-intentioned gardeners often cause harm to
lakes and waterways. Gardeners releasing invasive plants into the “wild” at the end of
the season has introduced invasive species to Wisconsin’s lakes and waterways. Avoid
making this mistake by not only removing, but destroying any aggressive, invasive and
restricted plants. Do the same with any non-restricted tropical water plants you’re not
overwintering indoors. Just place them in a bag, mark as invasive and throw them in the
trash. Don’t compost them. Most compost piles don’t reach high enough temperatures
to kill all problem plants. If in doubt, check the Wisconsin Department of Natural
Resources website and search “Invasive Species” for a list of invasive plants.
Keep your non-invasive tropical water plants alive for next year’s garden by moving
them indoors for winter. Keep the plants actively growing in a tub of warm water and
under artificial lights in the basement or heated garage at temperatures of 50 degrees or
warmer. Or allow the plants that form tubers, swollen area below the leaves of water
lilies or underground on cannas and elephant ears, to go dormant. Remove the plant
from the container, cut off leaves and any flower stalks. Store water lily tubers in moist
peat moss in a cool dark location. Canna rhizomes and elephant ear (Colocasia) bulbs
can be stored dormant in a cool, dark, frost-free location.
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You may notice several tropical plants on the invasive species list. Although these
plants can’t survive our winters, their seeds can. Water hyacinths, water lettuce and
parrot feather, also known as Brazilian water milfoil, have been found in Wisconsin
waterways. These aggressive plants outcompete native water plants that wildlife
depends upon for shelter and nesting. They form dense mats that block sunlight from
reaching submerged plants and the oxygen needed by underwater animals. Not to
mention the impact on recreational use of our lakes and waterways.
As you clean up your water gardens and ponds this fall, resist the temptation to share
plants with friends and family. Your gift may actually cause them problems by
inadvertently passing along unseen invasive species or problems they’ll need to
manage.
Instead pass along this information to friends and relatives. It’s as easy as sharing this
link https://youtu.be/kbrzM1sKCTo to our video on fall water garden clean up. Together
we can make a difference in keeping Wisconsin lakes and waterways healthy.
Melinda Myers is the author of numerous gardening books. She hosts the “How to Grow
Anything” DVD series and the Melinda’s Garden Moment TV & radio program. Myers is a
columnist and contributing editor for Birds & Blooms magazine. www.MelindaMyers.com

NJ’S BITS AND BOBS:
Well gang, this has been an eventful
year - season - month - day - hour minute - nano-second. To say the ‘new
normal’ is to speak to uncertainty,
confusion, life changes, etc. But one
thing stands steadfast in it all:
WE ARE GARDENERS,
TEACHERS, STUDENTS, HEALERS
OF MOTHER EARTH AND EACH
OTHER.
Put down your garden gloves, your tools and pull up a chair with a large glass of fresh
water. What a tale I have to tell you!
I sadly had to plan a trip to Lake of the Ozarks, South Central Missouri area for a family
funeral. Never a fun trip and I was traveling alone on a 9-10-hour trip, driving of course,
since Amtrak trains are so restricted. I am an old fuddy-duddy and HATE driving. Done
enough of it in my day, thank you. Trip down goes ok. Events there go ok. Miller County,
Missouri has had 1 covid death so I felt pretty safe being among relatives, all masked of
course.
Trip home….eventful to say the least. I decided to bypass the road construction and
chaos of St. Louis and Chicago so I traveled straight up the western – central route thru
Illinois toward Rockford.
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I am making great time, proud of myself (pat on back), when I notice sky darkening and
wind picking up. Looking around I see a ‘fire’ in the distance, then I realize it is not fire
but a plume of dirt coming my way. At this time, a big wind gust hits, and the semi-trailer
in front of me goes sideways and starts going off the road.
Will he try to steer back on the road? Can I get past him? Should I drive into the ditch?
He goes over into the ditch and I spy an overpass just ahead of me so I hurry up there,
pull off the road, shut the car off, and try to look back at the trailer in the ditch. Huge
wind/tornado/whatever comes rolling thru and I watch Iowa and Illinois dirt, branches,
etc fly by. I finally start up again and I travel by 13 semi-trucks in distress, either off in
the ditch or turned over on their side on the highway. I take a deep breath and travel on,
hoping all those semi drivers are ok. Got home after a 13-hour drive that day and boy
did I sleep well! Yes, the semi driver was ok. He got out and I saw him making a cell
phone call.
Back to gardening, I have been blessed or cursed this year by an uptick in rabbits but a
downtick in Japanese beetles. I fenced my garden so the bunnies just munch on grass
and the birdseed dropped in my lawn.
Now, the big story which I think is more
exciting than the tornado. I open my curtains
to look out at my back yard and I have three
huge birds at one of my bird feeders. The
feeder is a flat pan with hooks that the
cardinals love.
Sandhill Cranes??? My back-yard??? I pull
out my bird identification books as any good
gardener or birder would do. Yep, I’ve got a
family of Sandhill Cranes. WOOZA ! ! ! So,
hubby and I are invested in helping them raise
their youngster, we named ‘Junior’. We now
put cracked corn, oats, and mixed birdseed in
that feeder. They come 3-4 times a day to
feed. Junior is like a vacuum cleaner sucking
up the seed.
WIMGA GRANT REQUESTS – Requests for a WIMGA Grant are due by October 1 each year.
Visit wimga.org for information to submit a Grant Request.
We love your WIMGA projects, horticulture articles or Grant ideas. Send us your stories and
pictures. Some things to note about your WIMGA projects: the number of volunteers and hours
spent, contribution to the community whether in education or with place-making and
collaboration with UW-Extension. Articles and ideas for the Newsletter may be submitted to
our editors, Nancy Jahnel-Barnes at westcoasternancy@gmail.com or Hali Dessecker at
halirenee@yahoo.com.
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